2018-20 SUBARU ASCENT
Double Layer Rear Guard
VGRBG-1018-2071SS/1291-2071BK

Installation Instructions

Thank you very much for choosing our products.
Please read the installation instruction carefully before using our product and be sure to
fully understand the contents mentioned above for subsequent installation.
In addition, please keep properly the installation instruction for product maintenance in
future.

Attentions



The following symbols are used in this installation instruction.

Relevant matters must be obeyed for safety.
Non-compliance may result in injury or other accidents.
Please read carefully and obey strictly.

Relevant matters must be obeyed for the smooth installation
and use.



Non-compliance may cause the problems with vehicle. Please do not install that is not
recorded in this instruction.

 Please forgive that we are not responsible for any consequences arising from the

installation not according to our installation instruction.

 Product Composition
A、read guard
(1 pieces)

G、M8 T-BOLTS
(30*12*3)
（2 pieces）

*Please confirm if it is missing.

B、 mounting
bracket
(2 pieces，R、L)

C、M12*30 hex
bolt

H、M8 T-BOLTS
(35*13*5)
（2 pieces

I、M8 （Φ8.4*Φ
22*T1.5）
Flat Washer
（4 pieces）

Installation tools
wrench 13/14

(4 piece)

D、M12 （Φ12.5*
Φ30*T2）
Flat Washer
（8 pieces）

J、M8

Lock
Washer （4
pieces)

E、M12
Lock
Washer （4
pieces)

F、M12 HEX Nut
（4 pieces）

K、M8 HEX Nut
（4 pieces）

L、M8 plastic
retainers
（4 pieces）

*Please prepare these tools before installation.
wrench 17/19

 Attentions
- The labels of fitting procedure inside the thick wire frame is particularly important. Pay attention to them in the
actual installation.
- Pay attention to safety during installation.

Fitting Procedure（The installation process is shown below ）

Fig1

G 、L

M8 T-bolt /plastic retainer

H 、L

M8 T-bolt /plastic retainer
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I、J、K

M8 HEX NUT

mounting bracket (2 pieces，R、L)

Fig3

rear guard

C、D、E、F M12*30 HEX BOLTS

4 piece

Installation complete

TIPS:
= Routine Maintenance =
1) Please use neutral detergent to wet the soft cloth or suede and so on, then clean our product.

